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BUILDING PRECISION INTO AN AIR CONDENSER
• I N TECHNI CAL FIE l DS, uni
versal acceptance for a product does
not depend on ballyhoo, but can result
only from recognized excellence. This
quality has made General Radio pre
cision condensers the standard of ca
pacitance for the electrical-communi·
cations industry.

The life span of the
well-known TYPE 222 Pre
cision Condenser (1919·
1936) is traceable directly
to the excellence of the
original design plus a full
utilization of advances in
materials and manufac
turing methods. A good
condenser in 1919 because
it was well ahead of cur
rent practice, it was still a
good condenser in 1936
because it had kept abreast
of advances in the art. The
end of research and ex
perience, however, is not
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to carry this process to the point of put
ting V-8 motors under Model-T hoods,
but to point the way through better
fundamental design to better products.
Hence the TYPE 722*, a better precision
condenser than the best 222.

*A New Precision Condenser, Experimenter, Vol. X,
No.8, January, 1936.
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Probably the most important of the
desirable characteristics of a precision
condenser are linearity, stabiljty, and
reset accuracy. Linearity of capaci
tance with scale setting depends on the
shape and alignment of the plates,
stability and reset accuracy upon free
dom from both backlash and eccen
tricity in the moving parts. All three
are a hmction of manufacturing toler
ances. Backlash, eccentricity, and lack
of alignment are matters of degree

TOLERANCES

operations. Fabrication of the metal
alone into parts involves some forty
operations performed by thirty-two
men. A single workman assembles the
parts into the finished instrument.
Most of these operation are carried
on in our own plant. A few, however,
are more conveniently done outside.

Although material and men produce
the finished condenser, tools play an
important part. Specially-designed jigs,
dies, and forming tool are u ed, as well
as the standard types used on lathes
and milling machines. The variable air
condenser is an electrical device, but
the manufacturing operations which
produce it are entirely mechanical. All
factors affecting its stability and, in
fact, all its characteristics except accu
racy of calibration depend solely on
mechanical considerations. Because of
this, manufactm'ing tolerances are
extremely important.

FIGURE 2. Approximate proportions of
materials used in a TYPE 722-F Precision

Condenser
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MEN AND TOOLS

The precision condenser appears to
be, and is, a simple instrument, but the
manufacturing, although not com
plicated, embraces a wide variety of

• A Ne .... Precision Condenser, Experimenter, Vol.
No.8. January. 1936.

De ign is the medium of the engineer.
Materials and men produce the finished
instrument. The engineer's story has
already been told.* Here we present
briefly the manufacturing side.

MATERIALS

FIG RE 1. Panel view of TypE 722-D Precision
Condenser

Choice of materials is a function of
the designer, their fabrication a matter
of manufacturing. Any modern
product, whether a laboratory in-
trument or a typewriter, is made up

of a surprising variety of raw materials.
The TYPE 722 Precision Condenser
appear at a glance to be an aluminum
conden er in a wood cabinet, and in
deed the e are the two major con titu
ents. In all, however, a dozen different
materials are used, the proportions of
the major ones being shown in Figure
2. These materials are made into over
eighty different parts, ranging from a
casting weighing 1% pounds to a tiny
phosphor bronze spring weighing a
small fraction of an ounce.
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only, and the precIsIOn with which
parts are machined to a given set of
dimensions determines whether or not
their magnitude is sufficient to be
netected.

The accuracy with which many of
the parts are machined is of the order of
a few ten-thousandths of an inch. The
main rotor shaft, for instance, is held to
a radial tolerance of ± 0.0005 inch; its
bearing surfaces to 0.0002 inch. The
worm haft, on which the worm is cut
directly, has a tolerance of 0.0004 inch.
The radial eccentricity of the gear is
held to less than 0.002 inch. Accurate
alignment of the moving parts is as
sured by machining and drilling the cast
frame in a box jig. Even the dials receive
individual attention. The main drum·
type dial is engraved on a pantograph
engraving machine, while the worm
dial, the accuracy of which directly af
fects the linearity of the condenser, is
engraved on a circular dividing engine
to insure uniformity of its divisions.

uniform calibration curve for the
conden er requires accurate parallelism
of both rotor and stator plates. The e

plates are stamped from full-hard
aluminum and are carefully inspected
for flatness and uniformity of thickness.
Spacers must be cut to within 0.00025
inch.

ASSEMBLY

Care in assembly is fully as Im

portant as precision machining. 0

amount of precise specifications and
workmanship in parts manufacture can
compensate for faulty assembly. Pro
duction-line methods are not suitable;
each condenser is individually as
sembled and adjusted by skillful, ex
perienced workmen.

preliminary assembly of the fJ.·ame,
shafts, and gears is driven by a motor
for twenty minutes with the gears
filled with grinding compound, after
which these parts are thoroughly
washed in gasoline to remove all traces
of abrasive.

The stator unit i as embled in the
casting with fixtures designed to pre·
erve the parallelism of stator rods and

rotor shaft Each air gap i then mea
sured and individual plates are straight-

FIGURE 3. Ma
jor parts of a
TYPE 722·F Pre
cision Condenser
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CALIBRATION

Calibration, besides converting a fine
mechanical instrument into a usable
standard of capacitance, places the seal
of approval on all operations thus far
performed. A few preliminary measure-

FIGURE 4. At the right is shown the motor-driven assembly for "wearing-in" the worm and gear.
After this is finished, the gears must be washed in gasoline, as shown at the left, to remove the

fine particles of grinding compound

ened to correct any lack of parallelism
which may still exist. Straightening
produces strains, and these are re
moved by a heating process which pro
duces in a few hours the same amount
of aging for which years would other
wise be required.
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FIGURE 5. Assembling the rotor plates on the shaft. At the right may be seen a stator assembly
and a completed condenser
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FIGURE 6. Inspecting the assembled condenser for accurate alignment of plates and smooth
action of worm drive

FIGURE 7. Straightening rotor plates after assembly. All plates must be parallel and all air gaps
equal
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ments serve to how up any lack of
plate alignment or faulty manufacture
which might exist. A rigid set of speci
fications mu t be completely met, or
the condenser i rejected.

Calibration for the TYPE 722-F Pre
cision Condenser consists of measure
ments at each of the main scale divi
sions. These data are supplied to the
customer in the form of a table. TYPES
722-M and 722-D, being direct-reading
models, require considerably more at
tention. Ilere, compensating plates are
adjusted until the scale is direct read
ing to an accuracy considerably better
than that indicated by catalog speci
fications. Since these adjustments re-

quire some bending of the adjusting
plates, further heat treatment is nec
essary.

Each condenser receives a t lea tone
additional aging cycle, more if neces
sary. The criterion of complete aging
is that the measured capacitance be
fore and after aging shall be the same
within 0.1 (J.(J.f.

As in the manufacturing process it
self, men plus methods are necessary
to produce the desired result. Calibra
tion are made by trained technicians,
many of them engineering graduates.

ethods are the result of many years'
experience and a careful program of
standardization. - C. E. w.

FIG RE 8. Calibrating a Typz 722-F Precision Condenser
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